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Brief User Guide of the portal

www.share-vde.org
SHARE-VDE is a prototype platform for searching and accessing bibliographic resources according to the BIBFRAME data model of the following libraries:

Stanford University
University of California Berkeley
Yale University
Library of Congress
University of Chicago
University of Michigan Ann Arbor
Harvard University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cornell University
Columbia University
University of Pennsylvania
Texas A&M University
University of Toronto
1 SEARCHING

Begin the search with the name of an author or a specific work.

A list of proposed items will appear; select the required item.
The results page for a **person** search will show the following information:

- **variants of the name** with which the author has been cataloged by libraries or external sources
- **the author's biography**
- **the author's appearances in external sources**
- **a list of the author's works**, in alphabetical order
Information can be shown in printable format, sent via email or saved in Linked Open Data.

Search Person/Family/Corporate body

Export / Download
PDF
Excel
Unmarc (binario)
Marc XML
Marc (testo)

Click on an item to open a drop down menu and select the desired format to export Person/Works data for the creation of an authority record.

Other name forms
- Guerrini, Mauro <1953>-
- Guerrini, Mauro
- Guerrini, Mauro, 1953-....
- Mauro Guerrini
- GUERRINI, Mauro
- Guerrini, Mauro <1953>-.
- Guerrini, Mauro <1953>-.
- GUERRINI, Mauro <1953>-.
- Guerrini, Mauro

Select other options to add more information about variant forms of the name.
Click on one of the variant forms of name to view a complete list of publications associated with the author.
Or click on the magnifying glass to access the webpage for the individual Work and publications.
View a list of publications grouped under the same Work and the libraries that hold them.

Access the selected publication directly.

Go back to the Person Page.
REFINING SEARCHES

Search for works by selecting the entire output or the single work. This will lead to a full list of available resources.
The system allows authorized users to report any anomalies or errors, of any kinds, Encountered while browsing!
From the page showing the list of publications:

- View libraries that hold the resources the user has searched.
- Click on a title to access details.
- Use facets to organize the resources and refine search results.
The Advanced Search provides additional filters which further refine the search process. It is also possible to add specific fields according to each user's personal research needs.
BROWSING THE INDEX

From the homepage it is possible to search within the index by selecting Person/Work from the dropdown menu and filling in the search field.
Select one or more entries from the index

Click here to view the complete list of publications associated with the author

For information on the list of publications page see p.12/18
4 ACCESSING RESOURCES

From the detail page for the selected publication:

export bibliographic records, Choosing the desired format
or access the OPAC of the library where the resource is held

There is also a list of titles similar to the requested resource
These resources can be accessed in exactly the same way... using a simple click!